1. Connector accepts size 200 pin contacts, retention times are an integral part of insert.
2. Connector complies with 108-40005 wherever applicable.
   a. Molded parts: Glass-filled PBT or glass-filled nylon, Ulmold D rated, Color: Black
   c. Zinc plated per ASTM B-633, Type II, Class SC1; Yellow Chromate.
   d. Tin/or Tin-Lead plated over Copper Underplate.
   e. Chrome plated.
   f. Tin plated over Copper Underplate.
   g. Zinc plated .000200-.000400 thick, Yellow Trivalent Chromium Chromate Coating.
   h. Obsolete parts: Obsolete CIS streamlining per D:RENAUD/D:SIMS

"AMP", Part No. & Date Code, Marked in area indicated, on far side.